Genealogy research – Stolz
Towns: Nieżuchów, Borysław
Names: Stolz, Trinkler
Based on the infomration you provided me with, I started with finding birth record of Sidney
Trinkler, whose place of birth was given as Nieżuchów. Most of the first names you gave me
were defintiely Americanized but I was able to figure out what the original, Hebrew version
were (due to the fact most of your ancestors were named after their grandparents)
Sidney was born as Symche Trinkler in Nieżuchów house No.133 on November 2nd 1902 to:
- Leib Trinkler recte Flaumenbaum from Nieżuchów
- Sura Trinkler recte Flaumenbaum living in Nieżuchów, daughter of Symche & Chaje
Stolz from Borysław
- (Recte indicates their mother’s maiden name.)
He was circumcised on November 9th. The witnesses are listed as: Hersch Trinkler from
Nieżuchów and Naftala Haendel from Zawadów.
Symche is registered as a legitimate child of a married couple and the note says his parents
got married in 1901.
You can see his original birth record below:

Checking birth records until 1913 I came across only one more record that refers to Sidney’s
sibling. Unfortunately, the first page is missing, so we do not know the first name of the child
nor the date of birth. ( I assume this was Hymie/Hyman Trinkler.) Supposedly it was January
1904 when the child was born to Sura Trinkler recte Flumenbaum, living in Nieżuchów –
daughter of Symche Stolz & Chaje Stolz from Borysław.
The witesses were: Józef Stolz from Nieżuchów and Hersch Trinkler from Nieżuchów. The
next column gives the name of the person who circumcised the child so we know it was a
boy.
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There were no other children born to that couple and registered in Stryj until 1913. I decided
to look for their marriage record.
The marriage took place on August 22nd 1901 in Stryj between:




Leib Trinkler recte Flaumenbaum, born in Tejsarów (Zydaczow district) in 1876, living
currently in Nieżuchów (Stryj district), single – son of Hersch Trinkler (the trader) and
Sobla Flaumenbaum from Nieżuchów,
Sura Stolz born in Borysław (Drohobycz district), single, daughter of Symche Stolz &
Chaje Stolz nee Badian from Borysław. Sura was born on April 11th 1880.

The original, 2page record is presented below:
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Since you were mostly interested in the Stolz family, I focused on the information about Sura
(known to you as Sadie). Knowing her date of birth (April, 1880) and place of birth (Borysław)
I located her as well!
Sura Stolz was born in Borysław, house No. 172 on April 11th 1880 to:
- Simche Stolz – owner of the house in Borysław,
- Chaje Badian – living with Simche Stolz in Borysław, daughter of Moses & Keila
Badian from Komarno
The note on the 2nd page says that parents of the child got married on December 27th 1899
in Borysław and since then the child is considered as a legitimate child of that couple.
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Knowing Sura’s parents, I checked all available birth and death records from Borysław and
looked for her siblings. Two of them were known to you as Sam and Harry who emigrated to
the USA.

The first child of Symche and Chaje I was able to find was:


Moses Hersch who died as an infant on July 20th 1878 at 4 p.m. in Borysław, house
No.407. His parents are listed as Symche Stolz and Chaje Gitel Badian. He died being
1 year and 7.5 months (which makes his date of birth December 1876). The reason of
his death was whooping-cough.
Birth records available in that archive start in 1878 – therefore his birth record was not
found.
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Ester Stolz was born on October 11th 1878 in Borysław to Simche and Chaje.



A stillborn daughter of Symche and Chaje was born in Borysław on August 27th 1886



Reisel Stolz was born on September 14th 1888 in Borysław No.810 to Simche Stolz
and Chaja Badian – daughter of Moses and Keila – traders from Komarno
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Izrael Moses Stolz was born in Borysław No. 810 on August 6th 1895 to Simche Stolz
and Chaje Stolz. From that record I was also able to read out the occupation of
Simche Stolz – he was a watchman of the mineshafts (possibly oil well) in Borysław

The reason why no more children were found (including Harry) is that some years are
missing. I went through all available birth records that are: 1878-1886, 1888, 1889, 18941913. Assuming Simche and Chaje had some more children born either in 1887 or possibly
between 1890-1893 – there was no way to find them as these records do not exist anymore.
From one of the files you sent me we know that Harry(Shea) was born December 10, 1890. It
seems he was named after his paternal grandfather (spelled in the records Schia).
I was also able to find a marriage record of Simche and Chaje that happened in 1899 but the
entry was made in a book for 1900.
It says that on December 27th 1899 in Borysław there was a marriage between:
 Simche Stolz, born in Horodyszcze, 50 years old, son of Schia and Ester Stolz (both
dead- innkeepers in Horodyszcze)
 Chaje Badian, born in Komarno, daughter of Moses and Keila Badian (both dead) –
traders from Komarno. Chaje’s age is given exactly: she was 43 years, 8 months and 4
days old. (which makes her date of birth as April 23rd 1856)
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Checking death records I came across very interesting one that refers to Keila Badian.
Keila Badian died in Borysław on April 11 th 1899 at the age of 102! She is listed as a widow
of Moses Hersch Badian – a trader from Komarnów. She was a daughter of Mayer and Chaje
Gitla Stecher - cow traders from Stryj.

All of the records enabled me to create a family tree (also enclosed to that report as a
separate file).
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The current map, presents all of the places mentioned in the description of the records.
1. The oldest generation we know about was the Stecher family that came from Stryj.
Daugther of Mayer Stecher and Chaje Gitel Stecher – Keila Stechar was born around
1797 in Stryj (as her death record says).
2. Keila Stecher got married to Moses Hersch Badian from Komarno, and they had a
daughter – Chaje Badian born there.
3. Chaje Badian got married to Symche Stolz from Horodyszcze. His parents were
innkeepers there.
They got married in Borysław where Symche had worked. That is also where their
children were born.
4. The Trinkler family originates from the area of Żydaczów but Leib used to live in
Nieżuchów when he got married to Sura Stolz. Nieżuchów belonged to the
synagogue in Stryj.
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You can also see an old map from the days it was all Poland territory (however under
Austrian control).
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